
This simple tailored design offers an inverted pleat that can be pointed or straight.  As an alternative choice it can 
be pulled forward for a different effect.  This pleat is often made with a contrast fabric.  The flat sections are cut 
slightly smaller at the bottom, giving the pleat an opportunity to show.  Choose from a straight top or a scalloped 
one.  Hang it from a pole with rings or tie it to decorative hardware.  The valance depth is 16” or 18” and 
alteration instructions are included.  The width for the flat sections can be 12” to 26” each for the scallop top, 
or as wide as you want for the straight top.  The jabot hangs with a point at the bottom.  The jabot is 34 1/2” 
deep and cannot be altered.  It can be used, as is, for many valance depths.

The valance begins and ends with flat sections.  There is a pleat between the flat sections.  The jabot is made 
and attached separately.

Fabric Suggestions:  Fabrics with body work best.  Avoid extremely bulky fabrics.  Stripes and plaids are 
okay, and give a pleasing effect to the simple jabot.  A contrast fabric can be used for the pleats.  A self or contrast 
fabric should be used to line the jabots.  The valance and pleats can be lined with a regular lining, however, 
lining can tend to show at the bottom edges unless a trim is used.  16” lengths of 1/8” or 1/4” ribbon will be needed 
to tie the valance to decorative hardware, if desired.

YARDAGE

To determine your flat section size, simply divide your width measurement by the number of flat sections desired.

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual 
sizes so you can determine how they will fit your fabric.

Each jabot ............................................................24 1/2” wide x 37” deep
Each pointed pleat (16” deep) .............................16 1/2” wide x 20” deep
Each pointed pleat (18” deep) ............................. 16 1/2” wide x 22” deep
Each straight pleat (16” deep) .............................. 16 1/2” wide x 17” deep
Each straight pleat (18” deep) ....................... 16 1/2” wide x 19 1/4” deep
Each flat section .........................your width, plus 1” x your depth, plus 1”

Same amount of lining will be needed.

Yardage for Trims:
Trims must be      
able to curve

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.

Each jabot .................................................................48”
Each pointed pleat ....................................................18”
Each straight pleat .................................................... 16”
Each flat section .....................................your width size

Yardage
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